INTRODUCTION

Conventional wisdom dictates that a clinician should always use the largest diameter implant that can be placed into a given edentulous space. In certain clinical situations, however, larger or even conventional diameter implants cannot be accommodated without additional augmentation procedures, resulting in increased treatment time and increased treatment cost. These additional procedures and costs in time and finances can become barriers to treatment acceptance by potential implant patients1–4. The use of narrow-diameter implants exists as an option for sites with reduced alveolar ridge width. However, their use has been generally confined to narrow spaces with reduced functional load, such as maxillary lateral incisors or mandibular incisors5–7. Although titanium as a biocompatible surface for osseointegration has been used to now a reliable, predictable material, it does have mechanical limitations in situations where narrow-diameter implants might be considered, especially when combined with exposure to high strain forces, such as in posterior applications5,8. Efforts to create stronger implants that would not inhibit osseointegration have met with mixed success and are documented in the literature10–13.

A novel titanium-zirconium (TiZr) alloy for use in dental implants (Roxolid™, Straumann USA) has recently been introduced and is reported to have higher fatigue and tensile strength over annealed and cold-worked Grade 4 pure titanium14,15. These characteristics are important when clinicians are considering the use of narrow-diameter implants, but as mentioned previously, these improvements would be irrelevant clinically if the alloy were to diminish osseointegration. Animal studies conducted on TiZr alloys have found better biocompatibility than with titanium alone15. The Roxolid™ dental implant is also characterized by the SLActive® surface, which has been extensively documented in both bench and clinical publications on traditional titanium implants17–19. Animal studies conducted by Gottlow and co-workers recently documented improved osseointegration in two out of three measured parameters in a miniature pig model, concluding that the TiZr SLActive® implant presents an improvement over traditional titanium SLActive® implants20. Ongoing human clinical studies report 99% implant survival21 and increasing confidence in using reduced-diameter implants in situations where larger diameter implants would have required bone augmentation22. This case report aims to detail the application of a reduced diameter TiZr SLActive® implant in a limited bone situation in a patient-enrolled, ongoing non-interventional clinical trial.

CASE REPORT

A 31-year-old female patient was referred for implant-based prosthetic replacement of several missing and failing teeth. Following review of her medical history (non-contributory), examination of the patient revealed the need for several implants, including hard- and soft-tissue augmentation, at several sites. Among these was site #29 where a buccal soft tissue deficiency was found to be suggestive of reduced ridge width for dental implant placement (Figs 1–2). Long-term absence of #29 had resulted in mesial tipping of the first molar, further complicating the proposed implant treatment. A computed tomography (CT) scan was ordered to further confirm the three-dimensional anatomy of the proposed implant sites. Radiographs revealed adequate bone height above the inferior alveolar nerve and mental foramen, however bone width at the crest of the ridge was noted to be deficient (Fig. 3). The rising cost of her treatment plan led to a proposal for the utilization of a reduced-diameter TiZr SLActive® (Roxolid™) implant at site #29 and enrollment into an ongoing non-interventional clinical trial. It was explained to the patient that use of the reduced diameter TiZr implant would eliminate the need for concomitant bone augmentation and its associated expense at that site. Following IRB-approved consent, the patient was entered into the study and prepared for surgery. After achieving local anesthesia, midcrestal incisions were made and a full-thickness flap reflected to reveal the edentulous ridge and buccal ridge deficiency (Fig. 4).
Utilizing a surgical guide provided by the patient’s prosthodontist (Dr. Gillespie), the implant site was prepared in the traditional manner, beginning with small diameter round burs, followed by a 2.2 mm twist drill and a 2.8 mm twist drill under copious irrigation. A 3.3 mm x 10 mm Narrow CrossFit™ (NC) Bone Level Roxolid™ TiZr SLActive® implant was selected for the site (Figs 5–6) and introduced into the osteotomy site, where Figure 7 documents the hydrophilic nature of the Roxolid™ implant, consistent with the established titanium SLActive® implant (Fig. 7). The correct buccal alignment of the laser markings on the implant transfer mount was confirmed (Fig. 8) as well as the correct three-dimensional position (Fig. 9). No bone augmentation was performed at the site. Non-submerged closure consisted of a Ø 3.3 mm bottle-shaped healing abutment, interrupted sutures, and the site was allowed to heal undisturbed (Fig. 10). A radiograph was taken to document the final implant position (Fig. 11).

At 4 weeks, the healing cap was changed to a Ø 4.8 mm conical healing abutment to facilitate the development of the eventual emergence profile (Fig. 12). The patient was referred back to her prosthodontist for restorative procedures.

Eight weeks after implant placement, impression procedures were initiated. Using the SCS driver, the healing cap was removed and a closed-tray, two-part impression coping was positioned into the implant, hand-tightened and the impression cap placed (Fig. 13). An elastomeric impression material was used to make the impression; the impression coping was removed from the implant and placed back into the impression with an analog attached (Fig. 14). A Narrow CrossFit™ temporary meso-abutment was placed and marked for reduction (Figs 15–16). After extra-oral modification, the abutment was hand tightened and a provisional restoration was fabricated using a bisacrylic resin material. The temporary abutment was removed to allow for marginal adaptation and polishing (Fig. 17). The temporary coping was hand tightened and the provisional was secured using provisional cement (Fig. 18).

At 10 weeks post-surgery, the final restoration was ready for delivery (Fig. 19). The provisional and temporary abutment were removed (Fig. 20) and an NC cementable abutment was placed (Fig. 21). The final restoration was tried in and adjusted where necessary. The abutment was then torqued to 35 Ncm without event and the final restoration was delivered using a glass ionomer cement (Fig. 22). A final radiograph was taken to verify cement removal and to assess baseline bone levels the day of delivery (Fig. 23).

**DISCUSSION**

This case report documents the successful replacement of tooth #29 with a reduced diameter TiZr SLActive® dental-implant-based restoration. Time to treatment completion and cost of treatment are two commonly cited barriers to implant case acceptance by patients2-4. Time as a factor can be further subdivided into two arms: (a) time to allow for osseointegration, and (b) additional time necessary for bone augmentation procedures to rebuild lost bony architecture. The development of the SLActive® surface has helped address the former, with recommendations of three to four weeks of healing in Type I–III bone now considered routine17-19. Bone augmentation procedures, however, can add significant time to treatment depending on the type and amount of augmentation required. Implant placement into fresh extraction sockets can require three to six months healing time prior to final restoration insertion, depending on the situation24,25, while lateral, vertical and sinus augmentations can often add four to nine months additional treatment time26,27 for patients, not to mention the morbidity and costs accompanying these procedures.

In regard to cost, Tepper and co-workers found in a survey of 1,000 Austrian adults that while the majority of respondents (61%) would accept implants if the need arose, all respondents perceived implant-supported rehabilitations to be expensive5. Yet recent research by Bouchard and co-workers found that due to dental implants’ higher success rate, single-tooth implant restorations are more cost-effective than fixed partial dentures4.
Previously, the use of reduced-diameter implants in posterior defect bone-width situations would not have been considered advantageous due to the lack of strength and resistance to high strains forces. In fact, the published indications for Straumann 3.3 mm diameter Narrow-Neck and Bone Level implants include maxillary lateral incisors and mandibular incisors, but posterior applications require splinting to larger diameter implants. Single-tooth posterior restorations are explicitly contraindicated.

Nevertheless, real-world financial concerns present patients with an opportunity for clinicians and researchers to devise a way to reduce or altogether eliminate the need for grafting to obtain additional bone width in certain situations.

TiZr alloy has demonstrated significantly higher fatigue and tensile strengths than conventional titanium implants. Combined with the SLActive surface, TiZr implants can help expand indications and reduce the possibility of fracture of reduced-diameter implants, as has been previously reported.

A radiographic study in dogs examining the early bone level changes (two to eight weeks) of TiZr SLActive® Bone Level implants vs. Ti SLActive® Bone Level implants found no significant differences between the two implant types at any of the timepoints tested. Gottlow and co-workers tested the osseointegration (two to eight weeks) of TiZr SLActive® Bone Level implants (two to eight weeks) in the posterior mandible and maxilla: interim results from a prospective multicenter randomized-controlled study Clin Oral Implants Res. 2008; 19:703-709.

CONCLUSION

By expanding the indications of reduced-diameter implants through a combination of a proven implant surface and increased fixture strength, the Roxolid® implant may provide clinicians with the additional flexibility to further reduce the cost of implant-based reconstructions for their patients.
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